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Assumptions 
general set-up 
and aims

A range set just beyond the data 
will bias readers to see all effects as big

the minimum range required for all the data to be visible 

A range set to the full range of options 
will bias readers to see all effects as small

the full range from 0 to 100 

Researchers should maximize congruence 
between visual size of an effect 
and the actual size of the effect 

range of approximately 1.5 standard deviations 

Maximize graph fluency:

1. Measurement	of		the	
participants’	sensitivity	
to	the	effect

2. Measurement	of	bias



General idea
Maximize compatibility between perception of the visual size of the effect 
and cognitive understanding of the actual size of the effect 
to minimize mental effort (graph fluency)

Guideline: 
For scientific fields that use standardized effect sizes 
and adopt Cohen’s convention that an effect of d = .8 is big, 
the range of the y-axis should be approximately 1.5 standard deviations

With	this	range,	big	effects	such	as	a	Cohen’s	d	of	.8	would	look	big	
and	small	effects	of	d	=	.3 would	look	small



Set-up
A total of 57 participants (naïve US college students) across 5 experiments (9-20 per experiment)

Graphs presenting 10 sets of simulated data from between subjects-designs:
• Normal distribution 
• Mean 1 = 50 (SD=10)
• Mean 2 = 49 (d = .1), 47 (d = .3), 45 (d = .5), or 42 (d = .8), all SD = 10

Experiments 1-3: Bar graphs (with error bars in exp. 3) comparing test scores for two study styles
Experiments 4-5: Line graphs displaying test scores as a function of hours spent studying

4 blocks of 120 graphs per experiment 
(3 axis ranges: full/standardized/minimal x 4 effect sizes x 10 sets – standardized range from 1.2-2.0 SD)

Assignment: indicate the effect size (no effect, a small, a medium effect, or a big effect)



Graphs



Measures
Graph fluency was measured using linear regressions 
using the slope to provide an estimate of sensitivity to the magnitude of the effect
using the intercept to provide an estimate of bias

Calculation: 
Separate linear regressions were calculated for each participant for each y-axis range condition (full, 
standardized, and minimal). In each regression, the dependent measure was response (on the scale of 
1 to 4). The effect sizes were recoded to also be on a scale from 1 to 4 then centered by subtracting 2.5 
so that perfect performance would produce a regression coefficient for the slope of 1 and an intercept 
of 2.5 



Results (experiment 1)



Results - sensitivity



Results - bias



Conclusion
“The recommendation is to center the y-axis on the grand mean and extend the range 0.75 SDs in 
either direction so that the range of the y-axis is 1.5 SDs.” 

“The key feature is that the visual size aligns with the actual size of the effect.”

This does not generalize to fields for which the SD is unknown or irrelevant for interpreting effect size 

Not for bar charts? The conventional rule that bar charts should start at zero connects to the idea that 
the magnitude of the bar corresponds to the value it represents. 

Example:

A = 70%
B = 60%


